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Abstract

I initially hypothesized that the colors closer to the blue and magenta side of the

electromagnetic spectrum would be the most efficient to use on solar panels compared to the rest.

Results were measured in watts because watts are amps multiplied by volts, allowing for both

results to be measured together as one variable. During trials my hypothesis was not supported

by the results, in both scenarios blue had P values of less than 0.05% against most colors, the

only one where there was an insignificant difference in both rounds was with cyan. This shows

that of all of the colors on the visible electromagnetic spectrum, blue is the least effective when

used on a solar cell. Every other color showed no significant differences between themselves and

the control group, with P values as high as 0.8999947. The error bars on the graphs overlap in a

way that shows that there is a chance that yellow and orange perform better than the control,

meaning that yellow and orange colored light could prove to be more energy efficient and

produce more energy than having no color filter at all.

Researchable Question

How does the color of light affect the amount of energy produced by a solar cell?

Hypothesis

I hypothesized that the colors closer to blue and magenta would produce the most energy because

their waves are on the higher energy side of the visible electromagnetic spectrum.
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Background Research

1. Introduction

Due to climate change and burning fossil fuels polluting the ozone layer, the need for

cleaner and more renewable energy has increased severely. Many households use solar energy to

provide power, allowing the question of whether or not solar panels can be more efficient to

come up. Solar panels are based on absorbing the light produced by the sun. Light is a small part

of the electromagnetic spectrum. It has many different wavelengths (Sliney), each of these

wavelengths have different amounts of energy (Urone). Because wavelength and frequency are

directly related, frequency can be used to calculate the energy for a specific wavelength of light

using Iave = (E0B0)/2µ and some variations that can be made to the equation (Urone). Because of

different wavelengths having different energy levels, that brings up the question of whether or

not some wavelengths cause solar panels to produce more energy than others. Before we answer

that question, it is important to have an understanding of what light is and why our understanding

of light got to where it is today.

1.1 History of Light

Light was originally thought to be a particle because it appears to move in a straight line,

but the particle view was unable to explain a lot of the ways light behaves (Zwinkels).  Because

light is also a wave when shining light through a hole will cause a larger part of light to appear

on the surface than the hole would allow if light was only a particle, revealing that it is also a

wave. Thomas Young proved that light was a wave with his double slit experiment (Zwinkels).

Because light behaved as a wave, a way to determine the quantum energy was developed by

German physicist, Qv = h * f, where h is Planck’s Constant and f is the frequency of the wave

(Sliney). Light waves are unlike most waves because they do not require a medium to travel
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through (Zwinkels). Most waves require mediums to travel through, and even travel faster

through some, sound travels faster through the ground, but light is slowed when it enters a

medium. Light travels at 3 * 108 m/s in no medium, it is impossible to surpass the speed of light.

The speed of light is represented by a c in equations that use it.

1.2 What are Light and the Electromagnetic Spectrum?

Light is a part of the electromagnetic spectrum, it is only a small part of it that is visible

to the human eye. The electromagnetic spectrum is made up of many different types of waves

that are named based on their wavelengths. The electromagnetic spectrum is made up of

microwaves, infrared waves, visible waves, ultraviolet waves, x-ray waves, gamma ray waves,

and radio waves. These waves are all made of photons. The waves other than visible are not

visible with the naked human eye.  These waves are used for many things, their names help to

understand what they are used for. Microwaves are used in microwaves, they resonate with the

water and heat up your food with kinetic energy.  X-ray waves are used in x-rays. Radio waves

have the longest wavelengths and are used to transmit data that our radios use for music and

communication. Visible waves consist of wavelengths between 10-6m and 10-7m long.

1.3 Important Definitions to Know

There are some important definitions to be aware of for solar energy. Solar flux is “the

visible and near infrared radiation emitted from the sun”(Ettah). Wavelength is the distance

between two consecutive crests or troughs in a wave. Crests are the highest point of a wave, the

peak of the wave. Troughs are the lowest point of a wave. Amplitude is the distance from the

midpoint of a wave to a crest or trough. Frequency is the amount of times a wavelength passes

over a point in a given amount of time. Periods are the amount of time it takes for a wavelength
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to pass. Frequency = 1/period. Period = 1/wavelength. A solar cell is a synonym for a solar

panel.

2. Solar Radiation in Port Harcourt, Nigeria

One experiment that can help give an idea to some factors that will affect my experiment

is one conducted in Port Harcourt Nigeria. Ettah E. B. and their acquaintances researched how

the efficiency of solar panels is affected based on the amount of solar radiation present at the

time. They placed the solar panel facing the sun and measured the power output. The

measurements showed a direct linear relationship between the amount of solar flux present and

the energy output of the solar panel (Ettah). Solar flux was measured in lumens using a B.K.

precision compact digital meter that was attached to the solar panel (Ettah). When more solar

flux is present, the solar panel produces more energy. Rise in solar flux was found to have little

effect on the voltage output of the solar panel (Ettah). The efficiency of the solar panel was

calculated using efficiency = (power of solar panel) / (area of the solar panel * 1000 W/m2)

(Ettah).

This research helps with understanding some important variation that will occur between

testing my question. This lets me know that each day there is a different amount of solar flux,

and that means that there will be a different level of power output each day. This also lets me

know that when testing, I need to have all of the panels to be at the same height when I test each

panel. This tells me that I should test all of the different color filters at the same time, and repeat

each test in this same way.

3. Light Absorption by D-18 Donor Polymer Solar Cells

An experiment was done that showed how different polymers absorb certain wavelengths

of light better than others. This research also showed that different wavelengths of light will
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produce different amounts of energy in solar cells. Jiaxiu and Zhiyong found that certain D-18

polymers absorb shorter wavelengths better, while others absorb longer wavelengths better.

This research provides proof that my question is one worth asking. This proves that

different wavelengths of light provide different amounts of energy, which is the basis for my

entire research. This source does not answer my question, it does make me think that blue lights

will provide the most energy because they often refer to blue shifting the light(shifting the hue of

the light towards blue from where it was). This research also shows that there are certain

polymers that could be used in solar panels that can affect the results, meaning that all of the

solar panels used in the experiment should have the same base polymer to make sure that they all

absorb the same wavelengths the same amount.

4. Angle of Solar Panels and Radiation Affecting Efficiency of Solar Cells Throughout the Year

An experiment was conducted to find out how to collect the most amount of energy from

a solar cell. Mohamed and Kahlil used MATLAB to estimate the amount of solar radiation on an

inclined surface. Using this they determined the optimal angle for a solar panel on a daily,

monthly, and yearly basis (Nfaoui and El-Hami). They showed that the days occurring in June

had the most amount of solar radiation and it dips down to the lowest point in December and

January. They also showed that the angle affects the amount of energy generated by a solar panel.

They used this information and mathematics calculated in MATLAB to find the optimum tilt

angles for 20 Moroccan cities. The optimal solar panel tilt angle for installing on buildings is 28o

and 32o, as you get farther than the equator, the optimal angle for the solar panel increases

(Nfaoui and El-Hami).

This research will help with knowing more possible variables that could affect the results

of the experiment. This shows that the height of the solar panels is not the only factor that needs
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to be accounted for, I also need to make sure that all of the solar panels are at the same angle for

each test. This research can also help with people knowing what angle to have a solar panel at

depending on where they live.

5. Using Pigments to Filter High Energy Wavelengths of Light

Research was done to find effective ways to block certain wavelengths of blue and

ultraviolet light that have high amounts of energy that can be damaging to retinas of the eyes. Su

Keshun and their acquaintances found that a transparent yellow pigment with a UV blocking

substance was capable of effectively blocking out high energy blue and ultraviolet light

wavelengths, while still allowing for light transfer through the surface.

This research is useful for finding a way to block out certain wavelengths of light. One

efficient way to block light is using transparent pigments that do not contain the undesirable

color of light. Being able to block certain wavelengths of light is a key necessity to being able to

test my question because my question involves using specific wavelengths of light to see how

they affect the energy output of a solar panel.

6. Using PVC Film to Absorb Ultraviolet and Blue Light

Research was completed to make a poly vinyl chloride (PVC) film that can absorb high

energy and ultraviolet light because prolonged exposure can be damaging (Yin). The research by

Xiuping Yin and their acquaintances strengthens using pigments to block blue light wavelengths

using transparent yellow pigment. They explain that blue and yellow light are complementary,

meaning that yellow light cancels out blue light.

This research helps to understand that to block specific wavelengths of light,

complementary colors should be used because they can cancel out the opposing colors. This
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filtering information is vital to answering my research question because without proper light

filtering technique, the results could be skewed in a way that can invalidate them.

7. Conclusions

Based on the research, no one has answered this question yet. The research helped to

provide examples of similar projects that can help me design mine, the other research gave me

ways to determine how to properly set up my experiments to answer my question of how the

color or wavelength of light affects the amount of energy produced by solar panels. I know that I

need to keep a consistent height off of the ground, time of day, and angle of the solar panels for

each experiment. My research has shown that the answer to my researchable question could have

an important impact on the world of solar energy because it has not yet been researched. People

have researched the optimal angles, height, and time of year, but people are yet to determine the

optimal wavelength of light to produce the most energy possible from a solar panel. This

research can help to further optimize the use of renewable solar energy for the future of

supplying power for buildings.

The research did help to strengthen my question because it provided some proof of

concept that could be necessary for some people to understand what would make me think of this

question. The research confirmed that different colors of light have different energy because of

their differing wavelengths and frequencies. This confirmed that there are many different things

that can alter the power output of solar panels, and that certain polymers can absorb some

wavelengths better than others allowing different wavelengths of light to provide different levels

of energy. This research shows a basis for my experiment to go off of.
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Materials

- Flat surface

- Ampere and Volt meter(measuring device for amperes and volts)

- 6 solar cells

- 1 piece of standard 21.59cm x 27.94cm printer paper

- 9 21.59cm x 27.94cm color filters (Red, Blue, Teal, Yellow, Magenta, Purple, Orange,

and Pink(SAKOLLA brand))

Operational Definitions

Flat Surface: A surface with minimal texture, that is level.

Stabilize: stop changing significantly, be one consistent number.

Color Filter: a transparent sheet of plastic that is colored, limiting the light that is allowed

through to be the specific color.
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Procedures

1. Placed the blank piece of paper on a flat surface

2. Placed the solar cell in the middle of the paper

3. Placed a color filter above the solar cell

4. Attached both ends of the ampere and volt meter to the corresponding ends of the solar

cell(positive to positive and negative to negative)

5. Measured both the ampere output and the volt current(wait ~1-2 minutes for the output to

stabilize)

6. Documented outputs

7. Repeated steps four, five, and six, rotating which color filter was over the solar cell when

the measurements were taken.

8. Repeated steps two through seven three times to get three sets of data

9. Multiplied the average ampere and volt output to get the watts.
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Results

Round One

Trial 1 Blue Purple Teal Yellow Pink Orange Magenta Red Control

microAm
ps 30.600 44.000 39.200 62.500 56.300 61.400 51.600 44.900 69.500

Volts 0.019 0.016 0.017 0.014 0.015 0.014 0.015 0.016 0.014

microWat
ts 0.581 0.704 0.666 0.875 0.845 0.860 0.774 0.718 0.973

Trial 2 Blue Purple Teal Yellow Pink Orange Magenta Red Control

microAm
ps 31.800 45.400 40.400 64.000 57.800 62.500 53.100 46.150 72.100

Volts 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.018 0.019

microWat
ts 0.604 0.863 0.768 1.216 1.098 1.188 1.009 0.831 1.370

Trial 3 Blue Purple Teal Yellow Pink Orange Magenta Red Control

microAm
ps 32.500 44.000 40.800 62.000 55.800 60.900 51.400 44.500 68.000

Volts 0.020 0.019 0.020 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.020

microWat
ts 0.650 0.836 0.816 1.178 1.060 1.157 0.977 0.846 1.360

Average
s Blue Purple Teal Yellow Pink Orange Magenta Red Control

microAm
ps 31.633 44.467 40.133 62.833 56.633 61.600 52.033 45.183 69.867

Volts 0.019 0.018 0.019 0.017 0.018 0.017 0.018 0.018 0.018

MicroWat
ts 0.612 0.801 0.750 1.090 1.001 1.068 0.920 0.798 1.234

MicroWat
tStdev

0.034936
705

0.084936
761

0.076337
147

0.186875
181

0.136829
687

0.181176
167

0.127323
774

0.069503
885

0.226346
571
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Round One ANOVA Test Results

Sample A: blue; Sample B: Purple; Sample C: Teal; Sample D: Yellow; Sample E: Pink; Sample

F: Orange; Sample G: Magenta; Sample H: Red; Sample I: Control
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Pictures of Round One Trials
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Round Two

Trial 1 Blue Purple Teal Yellow Pink Orange Magenta Red Control

microAm
ps 47.800 56.000 49.100 57.900 56.300 58.300 56.700 56.000 61.000

Volts 0.140 0.150 0.140 0.160 0.150 0.160 0.150 0.150 0.160

microWat
ts 6.692 8.400 6.874 9.264 8.445 9.328 8.505 8.400 9.760

Trial 2 Blue Purple Teal Yellow Pink Orange Magenta Red Control

microAm
ps 52.700 59.800 53.600 62.200 63.100 65.200 61.000 60.800 67.600

Volts 0.130 0.140 0.130 0.140 0.140 0.140 0.140 0.140 0.140

microWat
ts 6.851 8.372 6.968 8.708 8.834 9.128 8.540 8.512 9.464

Trial 3 Blue Purple Teal Yellow Pink Orange Magenta Red Control

microAm
ps 52.900 60.500 54.200 64.000 62.600 63.300 62.800 61.700 68.200

Volts 0.120 0.130 0.130 0.130 0.130 0.130 0.130 0.130 0.130

microWat
ts 6.348 7.865 7.046 8.320 8.138 8.229 8.164 8.021 8.866

Average
s Blue Purple Teal Yellow Pink Orange Magenta Red Control

microAm
ps 51.133 58.767 52.300 61.367 60.667 62.267 60.167 59.500 65.600

Volts 0.130 0.140 0.133 0.143 0.140 0.143 0.140 0.140 0.143

MicroWat
ts 6.630 8.212 6.963 8.764 8.472 8.895 8.403 8.311 9.363

MicroWat
tStdev

0.257107
630

0.301125
112

0.086123
942

0.474484
984

0.348804
148

0.585377
656

0.207718
560

0.257314
982

0.455422
148
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Round Two ANOVA Test Results

Sample A: blue; Sample B: Purple; Sample C: Teal; Sample D: Yellow; Sample E: Pink; Sample

F: Orange; Sample G: Magenta; Sample H: Red; Sample I: Control
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Pictures of experiment
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Conclusions

Round One Analysis

The experiment consisted of eight different colored light filters and one control (no

filter). I ended up measuring the output in microamps and volts so that I could find the output in

microwatts (W = VA) because I was recommended to measure watts as the output.

No valid conclusion can be drawn about which color filter is the most effective, but

conclusions can be drawn about which was least effective. Blue was least effective, including

error bars, it does not cross the highest average microwatts produced. Blue was also the only

filter to have three significant p values in the ANOVA test; they were as low as 0.0010053. One

interesting result from the test is that there is a chance that yellow, pink, and orange had no

significant difference from the control, meaning that there is a chance that they could end up

being better than having no filter. The experiment had nothing interfere with the readings

meaning everything was as accurate as possible with the equipment used in the experiment. All

of the cells were placed in the exact same spot and the control was constantly rechecked to make

sure that nothing changed in the environment that would affect the results. Most of the outputs

did not show any significant differences, and those that did mainly showed a difference from the

control.

Round Two Analysis

Once again, the majority of the filter colors had no significant difference, but there were

some that had a TUKEY P value that was less than 0.05, showing a significant difference. The

colors that did the worst were blue and teal, they showed p values of 0.001 against everything

except for teal and purple, which was 0.011. The other colors mostly showed no significant

difference between themselves, allowing for the only conclusion to be drawn that they show no
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difference in solar cell effectiveness. Because the p values of the colors other than blue, teal, and

red showed no significant difference from the control shows that there is a chance that they could

produce more energy than not having a filter, they also overlapped error bars in such a way that

they could possibly prove to be more effective than not using a filter. I ensured that nothing was

interfering with the experiment when I wrote down the measurements and made sure to use

different cells for each trial set.

Conclusions From both experiments

The results from both experiments can provide one clear and valid conclusion, the blue

color filter was the least effective of the eight tested filters. This did not support my hypothesis

that the blue colors would do better than others. Blue colors did the worst of the filters in both

experiments. The results would be more clear if the experiments were done outside during the

summer months because there is more solar radiation, allowing them to produce more energy

causing the possibility for more clear of a difference to emerge.

Reflection

These experiment trials have shown that most of the general colors that were tested have

no difference from having no filter at all, leading me to believe that a combination of the colors

could possibly be more effective. The colors that produced a small amount of watts could be

removed from the experiment to make more room for some other intermediate colors for testing.

With the Winter season coming to an end, there will be more consistent levels of solar radiation

and more daylight hours allowing for outside testing.

These experiments have led me to believe that there could be some extraneous colors of

light that if removed can increase the effectiveness of solar cells. Because of how many colors

had overlapping error bars and no significant difference from the control, there could be some
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combination that does better than the control consistently; allowing for the improvement of solar

cell use and efficiency.

Removing blue coloration from solar cells and replacing it with a color closer to red

could improve how well solar cells work, blue light lowered the energy produced by solar cells a

lot, and because they have blue coloration on the part that absorbs the light it could cause less

energy to be produced than is possible with solar cells.
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